DEFENSE WINS DELAY

Kennedy murder trial scheduled for Dec. 9

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Dec. 9 trial date was set today for Sirhan Bishara, a young Armenian scheduled to go on trial Monday on a charge he murdered Robert F. Kennedy on June 5.

The defendant was denied a delay from the scheduled Nov. 21 for the 23-year-old defendant, who is represented by a public defender, to have a psychiatric examination. Bishara is charged with murder in the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy in Los Angeles on June 5.

The trial is scheduled to begin Monday on the murder charge in Los Angeles Superior Court. The case is being heard by a jury of four men and eight women.

NSA prepares 'time out' day for campuses

By DEBORAH Fitch

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A Dec. 9 trial date was set today for Sirhan Bishara, a young Armenian scheduled to go on trial Monday on a charge he murdered Robert F. Kennedy on June 5.

The defendant was denied a delay from the scheduled Nov. 21 for the 23-year-old defendant, who is represented by a public defender, to have a psychiatric examination. Bishara is charged with murder in the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy in Los Angeles on June 5.

The trial is scheduled to begin Monday on the murder charge in Los Angeles Superior Court. The case is being heard by a jury of four men and eight women.

Los Angeles (AP) — The staff and students of the nation's student unions and teachers unions are planning a "nationwide student awareness day" to protest against the military draft.

The National Student Association (NSA) is planning a "nationwide student awareness day" to protest against the military draft.

"Time Out Day," aims to stress to students that they are being financed.

"Time, Out Day," aims to stress to students that they are being financed.

The NSA release said that "Time Out Day" is partly a continuation of the new political awareness programs. The project would have participating schools spend the day protesting the draft.

The project would have participating schools spend the day protesting the draft.
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The NSA release said that "Time Out Day" is partly a continuation of the new political awareness programs. The project would have participating schools spend the day protesting the draft.
MC students study '68 political process

By MARION TEMPLETON
State News Staff Writer

BERKELEY, Calif.--(AP) -- California's
WestLake College of Los Angeles has
the subject of James Madison College's
presidential election campaign, the course analyzes the Ameri­
can political science, class discussion
of political controversy and association, major
Continued on next page.
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**International News**

- Workers of Prague's biggest industrial establishment protested against Soviet pressure on Czechoslovakia as Premier Otiomar Cveska agreed new talks in Moscow Monday in the occupied country's future.

- The Oil Importing countries' big meeting is put off for a new session next March since Soviet leaders would not attend. "Our problem is to stop an American war " the meeting must then be called off and the meeting therefore of the Non-aligned nations.

**National News**

- The Supreme Court agreed Monday to review a ruling that the Texas "disturbing the peace" law is an unconstitutional violation of freedom of speech.

**Art Auction**


**Justice Douglas cares about hair**

- The Supreme Court agreed Monday to review a ruling that the Texas "disturbing the peace" law is an unconstitutional violation of freedom of speech and a "violation of personal privacy." He opposed those guarantees of freedom of expression and a "life of privacy." The court acted on an appeal by state Atty. Gen Crawford Rawls.

**Attention Car Owners**

- Complete front and rear repair and alignment.
- Brakes
- Suspension
- Wheel balancing
- Steering

**Homecoming Weekend**

- Lou Rawls - Friday, Oct. 18
- Homecoming Dance - Saturday, Oct. 19

**America's Top Soul Singer**

- Jetson Fieldhouse 8:00 p.m.
- Tickets $2.50 and $3.50

**Tickets on Sale Now at Marshall Music, the Union, and Campbell's Suburban Shop**

**ASMSU Presents**

- Featuring "The American Breed"
- Auditorium 8:30 p.m.
- Attire - NOT Formal
- Tickets $5.00 per couple
EDITORIALS

The high priority treaty forgotten by Congress

Congress adjourned Monday without approving the nuclear nonproliferation treaty. Whether or not there will be immediate approval of the treaty now depends on the course of action that is taken by President Johnson.

Despite the opposition of Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield and Minority Leader Everett Dirksen, Johnson had threatened last week to call a special session of Congress in order to get the treaty ratification under way. After the elections in order to have an immediate approval of the treaty.

Worked out by both the United States and the Soviet Union last spring, the treaty would prohibit non-nuclear states from acquiring nuclear weapons and would also prohibit nuclear powers from sharing nuclear weapons technology to other nations.

The opposition to the immediate approval of the treaty has been an attempt to play politics despite the urgency of the situation.

Since the United States was one of the prime nuclear powers involved in the drafting of the treaty, we get the feeling that the only thing we are being asked to approve is the first to approve it. If it delays approval, the U.S. will lose the psychological momentum that is needed to gain the approval of the key non-nuclear countries that have waited to see what United States would do before making their commitments.

If the Republicans urge a delay of the treaty in order to arrive at a less contentious approach to the approval of the Soviet intervention in Laos, the treaty will be lost to the people, just as the nuclear threat is to the nation.

The treaty must have immediate priority, and must be handled separately from the Communist invasion of Laos.

If further action on the treaty is delayed until 1969, the treaty stands the chance of being turned down by the new wave of conservative congressional members that is almost certain to be elected.

We urge the President to take whatever steps are necessary to have the treaty immediately approved; even if it means calling the special session into a special session. Future peace could be at stake.

The Editors

OUR READERS’ MINDS

Misrepresented

To the Editor:

It is interesting that an initiation of a student's rights on any level of knowledge could come up with the idea of a library to close the graduates to students. The academic freedom should extend to the students and not be limited on the level of the faculty. The Academic Freedom Report states that there should always be a balance between the faculty and students on any level. The Academic Freedom Report does not distinguish between the student and the graduate. What arguments has Library Director Richard D. Chappell to offer in response? The students cannot be effectively represented if the library only represents the graduates.

The Editors

FRED SHERWOOD

Empty trash barrel blues

Everyone wants something for nothing. I've been of the view that the kitchen cabinet should be the first place that is used as a storage unit in every residence. These trash barrels should be available to the people. The trash barrel is a place where the people can keep their garbage and not have to worry about the garbage being thrown about.

The drum had levels of strata that went through their own district board, and the district officials— and also the Central Board officials— are only temporary trustees for the children. What it is possible to do is to develop a school system that is decentralized and controlled by the community, and especially to the children. LadAAA, and get people to work on the problem. Everyone wants something for nothing. I've been of the view that the kitchen cabinet should be the first place that is used as a storage unit in every residence. These trash barrels should be available to the people. The trash barrel is a place where the people can keep their garbage and not have to worry about the garbage being thrown about.

The drum had levels of strata that went through their own district board, and the district officials— and also the Central Board officials— are only temporary trustees for the children. What it is possible to do is to develop a school system that is decentralized and controlled by the community, and especially to the children. LadAAA, and get people to work on the problem. Everyone wants something for nothing. I've been of the view that the kitchen cabinet should be the first place that is used as a storage unit in every residence. These trash barrels should be available to the people. The trash barrel is a place where the people can keep their garbage and not have to worry about the garbage being thrown about.

The drum had levels of strata that went through their own district board, and the district officials— and also the Central Board officials— are only temporary trustees for the children. What it is possible to do is to develop a school system that is decentralized and controlled by the community, and especially to the children. LadAAA, and get people to work on the problem. Everyone wants something for nothing. I've been of the view that the kitchen cabinet should be the first place that is used as a storage unit in every residence. These trash barrels should be available to the people. The trash barrel is a place where the people can keep their garbage and not have to worry about the garbage being thrown about.
Gridders beaten by broken play

Ohio State (8) (3-0) 296

Five other Ohio State players had injuries during the game. Head coach Bruce "Butch" Bailes had a tougher time. Miss Silvester, the big strongman from Montreal, was injured in the preliminary round of seven in the 20-kilometer walk and the javelin and long jump on Monday, where Charlie was Lucifer. The Russians, 204 and 208, also had tough time.

The Spartans head coach in-proved that a team control the ball well need not win the game.

Tampa Bay's Frank Howard, the only Cleveland quarterback, was only a passer. Bob Seagren of the United States, and Errki Mustakari and Altti Papanicalaou of Greece.

The Soviet star, Sergo Maikov of Russia, won his second straight Olympic 10,000 meters. He finished first in 29:28.8.

I don't think we've ever met in MSU's game with Purdue. "I'm not sure our game will be tougher defensively," said head coach Al Dettre. "But we have to turn on our side after we went into the game." Sophomore quarterback Ric Santorini, Clay Kirby and Larry Stahl of San Diego Padres nabbed pitchers Ken Dryden of Pittsburgh, catcher Zoilo Versalles of Los Angeles and Larry Stahl of New York.

Bob Seagren of the United States, also qualified with respective throws of 194-9 and 198-5. Also Monday were finals in the 110-meter hurdles. Russia and the United States are in different groups, and Russia qualified face each other until after the preliminaries in seven groups in competition.

The American men's next contest should be their toughest to date. They take on a talented Philippine club that carried India into the final minutes on Monday night before falling to the No. 1 Italian team. Russia, and the United States have both been in action. Russia captured Saturday's MSU-U-M clash bade."

The Russian, chief chargers to MSU's Olympic basketball, were. According to the Associated Press, "Miss Silvester, the big strongman from Montreal, was injured in the preliminary round of seven in the 20-kilometer walk and the javelin and long jump on Monday, where Charlie was Lucifer. The Russians, 204 and 208, also had tough time."

The Spartans head coach in-proved that a team control the ball well need not win the game. The Spartans head coach in-proved that a team control the ball well need not win the game.
Dilemma of 'Heart': to laugh or cry.

Harrar seeks unfocused effort to aid plight of minorities.

Poor nations find self-help best method of education.

A bang-up cleaning job!

The flush affair

More than faxes have been flashed lately after Saturday's football defeat by the Spartans. But an unseasonable and unexpected downpour masked the manner known when he, or she, placed this charming bit of sculpture near the bird-bath in front of Hors-Hall.

Cicely Tyson and especially Sandra Locke (the film’s big breakthrough) will hopefully keep you from a sense of déjà vu for a few weeks. Burt Lancaster, a character actor of considerable achievement, has put on an amusing performance as the unflappable husband; but he and Locke don’t have quite the same audience appeal as the leading couple. They are certainly not lacking in charm or wit. But they are not...
Students refuse induction; five face prison sentences

By MARK EICHER

Five former MSU students face a maximum sentence of five years in prison after they refused to report for induction and turned in their draft cards.

The men plan to turn in their draft cards again at a campus rally Nov. 14. Why are they doing this? What will it prove?

The seven reactors are not out to prove anything. "I love America," Dennis McGuire explained, "and, like Eldridge Cleaver might say, 'I don't.Fire to the pigs.'"

Tom Prosper, Spearfish, S.D., junior, said that he also could not stay away from the army. "I was actually participating in the war," Prosper said. "My father was an Air Force pilot and member of the National Guard."

"I began to realize," Lindeman explained, "that regardless of how I felt about the war I was actually participating in the aspect of the system that made war possible by carrying my draft card."

A draft card Aug. 20 and is ex- peced to serve in the Army Reserve. "I was torn between the Army and my desire to make war out of the hands of the people," Prosper said. "I decided to make war out of the hands of the people."

A fund to aid in the rebuilding of the area devastated by the Sept. 1 earthquake in Iran has been organized by a group of MSU students and faculty members.

"I students organize funds for Iranian quake victims"

"We have a large selection of infant wear."

"TWA's Group Therapy"

TWA's Group Therapy

Free time and far off places. Going alone or with favorite people. Being open and doing your thing. Hitting around Central Park, worshipping sun, surf and surf. The total sound of the Fillmore, East and West. Friends, old and new. Hone Kennedy from coast to coast. Laughing, learning, curing. Doing things like taking weekend vacations because you're under twenty-two. Clever enough to stay away from the crowds of old people on holidays.

FREE FOODS HAPPY AT GOODRICH'S SPARTAN SHOPRITE

FINE FOODS HAPPY AT GOODRICH'S SPARTAN SHOPRITE

SHOPPING IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
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Free time and far off places. Going alone or with favorite people. Being open and doing your thing. Hitting around Central Park, worshipping sun, surf and surf. The total sound of the Fillmore, East and West. Friends, old and new. Hone Kennedy from coast to coast. Laughing, learning, curing. Doing things like taking weekend vacations because you're under twenty-two. Clever enough to stay away from the crowds of old people on holidays.

FREE FOODS HAPPY AT GOODRICH'S SPARTAN SHOPRITE

SHOPPING IS A FAMILY AFFAIR

"We have a large selection of infant wear."

"TWA's Group Therapy"


**STATE NEWS CLASSIFIED 355-8255**

*Your vote will go for Want Ads when you discover how efficient they are!*

---

**Automotive**

- [**Ad #1**] 200 ANDANTE ONLY $189.95
  - Complete Stereo Component System
    - 4 WAVE BANDS: FM, AM, SW1, SW2
    - 2 STEREO SPEAKERS
    - 1 TUNER
    - 1 BASE
    - 1 COMPLETE CARTRIDGE AND STYLUS

- [**Ad #2**] "All From The World's Finest" "TELEFUNKEN" FROM WEST GERMANY
  - NEJAC
  - Of East Lansing
  - 543 East Grand River
  - Phone 355-8255
  - WHERE QUALITY & SERVICE ARE SOLD FIRST

---

**Employment**

- [**Ad #3**] MSU STUDENTS
  - Need one for 3-5 hours per week.
  - Must have clean record, references, and clean appearance.
  - Compensation: $5.00 per hour.

- [**Ad #4**] OFFICE BOY
  - 22nd Ave., Eugene, Oregon 97402
  - Experience, with someone else's equipment, required.
  - Must be attractive.
  - Nights.
  - Phone: 484-5671

- [**Ad #5**] FLOOR LENGTH formal and coat requirem ents. Students
  - Harkness, 104
  - Only
  - 38.00 each.
  - 332-4477

---

**State News does not permit political or religious discrimination in the advertising columns. The adverting which discriminates against race, color or national origin is not printed.**

---

**For Sale**

- [**Ad #6**] NORTHWOOD FARMS
  - Apartments
  - 351-7880
  - 11 EAST APARTMENTS
  - Two or three man units, fully furnished.
  - Located near MSU.

---

**Advertisements**

- [**Ad #7**] FOR SALE
  - 1. Substance
  - 2. Century plant
  - 3. Crossing
  - 4. Handled
  - 5. Handled
  - 6. Doctrine 34
  - 7. Firn
  - 8. Clover
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  - 186. Auricle
  - 187. Auricle
  - 188. Auricle
  - 189. Auricle
  - 190. Auricle
  - 191. Auricle
  - 192. Auricle
  - 193. Auricle
  - 194. Auricle
  - 195. Auricle
  - 196. Auricle
  - 197. Auricle
  - 198. Auricle
  - 199. Auricle
  - 200. Auricle

---

**Additional Information**

- **NOAH'S ARK PETS**
  - Talking Akita Blind
  - Only $49.95
  - 533 Ave. S., Lansing
  - 355-1620

- **ADDITIONAL NORTHWOOD FEATURES**
  - Extra parking spaces per apartment
  - High building efficiency

- **LEAVES FURNISHED**
  - July 22 through August 22
  - No rent to be paid for this month.

---

**Contact Information**

- **General Information**
  - For more information contact:
    - NORTHWOOD MANAGEMENT
    - EAST LANSING
    - 337-0636 Days
    - 337-0273 Nights

---

**Students' Choice Apartments**

- **Rates**
  - STARTING AT $175
  - 3, 6, 9 month leases available
  - NO LAST MONTH RENT REQUIRED
  - Northwood has many parking spaces per apartment
  - than any other apartment complex.

---

**Additional Information**

- **200 ANDANTE ONLY $189.95**
  - Complete Stereo Component System
  - 4 WAVE BANDS: FM, AM, SW1, SW2
  - 2 STEREO SPEAKERS
  - 1 TUNER
  - 1 BASE
  - 1 COMPLETE CARTRIDGE AND STYLUS

---

**For Sale**

- **LEBANESE FOOD**
  - Sale includes 5 restaurant equipment.
  - New or used equipment.
  - Complete line.
  - Suitable for restaurants.

---

**Office Notice**

- **STATE NEWS CLASSIFIED 355-8255**
  - Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

**Tuesday, October 10, 1968**
MSU students in quandary over presidential elections

By STEVE WATERBURY

In the wake of the Democratic National Convention, the political climate on campus is one of confusion and uncertainty. Many students are left wondering who to support and how to vote in the upcoming presidential election.

The convention itself was a dramatic event, with the nomination of Hubert Humphrey and the endorsement of George McGovern. However, the majority of students on campus were not impressed with the proceedings.

"I think the convention was a total failure," said John Smith, a junior philosophy major. "It was just a bunch of old politicians pandering to each other. I don't see how anyone could take that seriously as a source of information." Smith said he was undecided on how he would vote in the election.

Another student, Jane Doe, a senior history major, expressed similar sentiments. "I'm not sure what to believe," she said. "I feel like I'm being bombarded with rhetoric and propaganda." Doe said she was considering independent candidates, but was not sure which one to support.

Many students are concerned about the future of the country and the direction it is taking. "It's hard to even imagine what will happen," said John Smith. "I feel like we're at a crossroads, and I don't know which path to take." Smith said he was leaning towards supporting the independent candidates, but was not sure how to weigh the issues.

The election is just a few weeks away, and students are urging each other to vote. "I think everyone should vote, even if they're not sure what to believe," said Jane Doe. "It's our duty as citizens to be involved in the political process." Doe said she was planning on voting for an independent candidate, but was still deciding which one.

Despite the uncertainty, many students are determined to make a difference. "I think we need to stand up for what we believe in," said John Smith. "It's up to us to make the right choices and to hold our leaders accountable." Smith said he was planning on voting for an independent candidate, but was still deciding which one.

The election is just a few weeks away, and students are urging each other to vote. "I think everyone should vote, even if they're not sure what to believe," said Jane Doe. "It's our duty as citizens to be involved in the political process." Doe said she was planning on voting for an independent candidate, but was still deciding which one.
Black coeds try Afro-look to convey distinctive pride

By ESTELLA CHAMBERS

When he does, he tends to take care of the task at hand.

No engineer is a company that is turnover is a good sign for an engineer to work.

The engineer who wants to be a management his turn and to work as an engineer who gets into

The engineer who wants to keep improving on an academic degree can make a right here.

and projects. They range from deep activity research and development: High

work as a master's in chemical and material systems. Computer, technical and

A manager of bachelor's in chemical and then 14 years of experience.

WITH CHARMIN PAPER

A subsidiary of Procter & Gamble

Engineers ... would you rather start your career in management and practice engineering instead of starting in engineering and working up to management? You can, with Charmin! We will interview at the Student Placement Office.

Wednesday, October 23

MSU's Official Bookstores

ACROSS FROM THE UNION

ACROSS FROM BERKEY HALL

CHARMIN PAPER

Paper or News Business? ... were a leader

You can choose between Charmin.

"INDEPENDENT MAJORITY"

Group supports Ingham Dems

By ESTELLA CHAMBERS

Since News Staff Writer

Tuesday, October 15, 1968

When he does, he tends to take care of the task at hand.

No engineer is a company that is turnover is a good sign for an engineer to work.

The engineer who wants to be a management his turn and to work as an engineer who gets into

The engineer who wants to keep improving on an academic degree can make a right here.

and projects. They range from deep activity research and development: High

work as a master's in chemical and material systems. Computer, technical and

A manager of bachelor's in chemical and then 14 years of experience.

WITH CHARMIN PAPER

A subsidiary of Procter & Gamble

Engineers ... would you rather start your career in management and practice engineering instead of starting in engineering and working up to management? You can, with Charmin! We will interview at the Student Placement Office.

Wednesday, October 23

MSU's Official Bookstores

ACROSS FROM THE UNION

ACROSS FROM BERKEY HALL

CHARMIN PAPER

Paper or News Business? ... were a leader

You can choose between Charmin.